
Quick Patch
Mix to a firm consistency to repair
overhead or vertical surfaces.
Pour a more a self levelling fluid
mixture into horizontal areas.
Trowel to finish.
Ideal for repairing ramps or 
making safe trip hazards in 
walkways.

Key Features and 
Benefits of Quick
Patch? 
Sets as a permanent repair in 
minutes.
Highly durable – high levels of
tensile strength.
Can be applied in freezing 
conditions.
Ideal for freeze/repairs
Just add water and apply.
Even works in damp and wet 
conditions.
Either pour or trowel onto area for
repair.
No solvents.
Use on concrete, brickwork, stone
and asphalt.
Repair walls, floors, columns,
loose posts and bolt fixings.
Setting times can be altered by
mixing hotter or colder water, 
speeding up cure or allowing
more time to form a repair 
dependent on circumstances

Technical Information
Working time:  4-6 minutes
Setting time: 8-12 minutes
Compression strength (at 20°C): 
15N/mm² after 45 minutes
23N/mm² after 1 hour
47N/mm² after 24 hours
54N/mm² after 7 days
50N/mm² after 28 days

Bond strength (slant shear):
40N/mm²
Non flammable
Minimum application 
temperature: down to -20°C 
Coverage: .25 m² at 4.5mm depth
per pack
Average water addition: 0.15 litres
per 10kg pack
Coefficient of Thermal Expansion:
11x10-6/°C
Density: 2.200kg/m³

Always ensure that precautionary
measures found in the MSDS
sheet for Quick Patch are read and
followed before use.

View our demonstrational
video here; http://www.img-
limited.co.uk/product/quick-patch
or use the QR code below.

Quick Patch is an
amazing floor repair 
material that sets in 
minutes and adheres
to a wide range of
building materials.

Quick Patch
Quick Patch is a single use 
substrate repair patch for a wide
range of building materials 
including concrete, metal and 
asphalt. 
Use Quick Patch to repair 
crumbling brickwork, loose bolt
fixings, posts, cracked floors, trip
hazards and ramps. 
Quick Patch is exceptionally strong
and hard wearing and is ready to
use after simply mixing with
water. 
Either pour or trowel on Quick
Patch and your repair will become 
permanent in minutes.

How does Quick Patch
work?
The quantity of water in the mix is
not critical meaning this 
exceptional repair material can be
used for many applications. 

Single use emergency substrate repair material

The IM Group utilizes a process of continuous product improvement for all of our products. While we do strictly adhere to our products’ specifications, we routinely
implement product improvements. Therefore, please contact us for our most current product specifications. IM Group warrants the quality of this product when used according
to directions. User shall determine suitability of product for use and assumes all risk. The seller will not accept liability for more than product replacement. 
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